WARNING: INDICATES SAFETY CRITICAL COMPONENTS.
REPLACE ONLY WITH STUDIOMASTER RECOMMENDED PARTS.
PROTECTION LINK 0.35MM, 374, 371, 310.
35KG OR 0.25MM TCH AROUND 0.25KG 100R RESISTOR.

STUDIOMASTER DIAMOND LTD
TITLE PSU
PRODUCT POWERPACK
VERSIONS 400 400DSP
DRN BY P.A. DATE 16-09-1999
FILE NAME T6C1C-4.DGM
ISSUE No T6C1C-4 REV C

REV A = R387 CHANGED FROM 8K2 1% R.1534 TO 8K2 1% 0.152
REV B = SEE T6C1C, T6C1A, T6C1B FOR DETAILS
REV C = R315, 316, 317, 318 CHANGED FROM 8022 FUSIBLE TO PROTECTION LINK.
SAFETY CRITICAL MARKINGS ADDED TO SCHEMATIC.
* = C317, C318 CHANGED FROM 100035 TO 200035, C321 10/25, C320 47/25 DELETED.
RES38 & RES39 HEATINGS CHANGED FROM HS-PF35 TO HS-QM35 5W200 TYPE.
R515 & R516 CHANGED FROM 6807 Fusible to 100E Fusible.
C345 & C346 CHANGED FROM 220/63 TO 330/63.